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Abstract: Pressure vessels use has increases gradually all over the world. Pressure vessel and tank are necessary to the 

chemical firm, petroleum plant, petrochemical analysis station and nuclear power plant. Vessel is in the division of 

apparatus that the response, division and keeping storage of raw material happen. 

The objective of the present review paper is to study the effect of various parameters, due to those pressure vessels can 

break or fail to get higher performance on the basis of previous research study. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

Pressure vessel are working in a various types of industries; just like , the power production plant through coal and nuclear fuel to 

produce power, the petrochemical firms  for keeping and dispensation of crude petroleum oil in tank  as good as keeping gasoline 

in different station, and the chemical industry. In the another statement, pressurized apparatus is mandatory for wide range of 

industrial plant for storage and industrialized reason. 

1.2 Design aspect of Pressure Vessel 

In general, pressure vessels intended as per the ASME Code, Section VIII, Division 1, which are considered by strategy and do not 

require a systematic evaluation of overall stresses. It documented that high localized and secondary bending stresses. It may exist 

but allowed for by use of a higher safety factor and design rules for details. It is necessary, that all loadings i.e. the forces functional 

to a vessel or its structural attachments should be consider. 

Even as the Code gives formulas for thickness and stress of all basic parts, now it is depend on the designer to pick suitable analytical 

actions to formative stress due to another loadings. The designer has to select the most feasible combination of instantaneous loads 

for an economical and protected design. 

1.2.1 Stress Examination 

Stress analysis is the decide of the involvement among external forces serviceable to a vessel and the equivalent stress. Pressure 

vessels normally have the practice of spheres, rolls, funnels, ellipsoids, or it may be compounds of all of these. As early as the 

thickness was lower in connection with other and dimensions (Rm/t >10), vessels known to as membranes and the linked stresses 

following from the partial pressure so known as membrane stresses. Those membrane stresses be normal tension or compression 

stresses. They predictable to static through the vessel wall with functional tangentially to its external. The membrane i.e. wall 

predictable to propose no clash to bending. When the wall offers conflict to bending, bending stresses occur in adding up to 

membrane stresses. 

In a vessel of convoluted shape applied to inside pressure, the easy membrane-stress concepts do not be enough to present sufficient 

thought of the true stress condition. The types of heads closing the vessel, property of supports, variations in width and across 

segment, nozzles, outside attachments, with largely bending due to load, air velocity, and seismic movement all effected increasing 

stress concentration in the vessel. Deviations since a main membrane size put up bending in the vessel wall and effected the direct 

loading to differ from tip to end. The direct loading abstracted from the additional flexible to the more stiff parts of the vessel. That 

effect known as “stress redistribution”. 

At all, pressure vessel when the load subjected to internal or external pressure, stresses are put up in the shell wall. The condition 

of stress is triaxial and the three main principal stresses are: 

𝜎𝑥 =  𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙/𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 

𝜎∅ =  𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 / 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 

𝜎𝑟 =  𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 

On the other hand, there might be bending and shear stresses. The radial stress is a direct stress, which is a consequence of the 

pressure putting directly on the wall, and causes a compressive stress equivalent to the pressure. In thin-walled vessels, this stresses 

are very minor in comparison to the “principal” stresses that it is normally unnoticed. Therefore, we suppose for purposes of study 

that the position of stress is biaxial. 

While ASME Code, Section VIII, Division I, used for design by system, a elevated factor of safety is used to permit for the 

“unidentified” stresses in the pressure vessel. That higher safety factor, which permitted for these unidentified stresses, can inflict 

a consequence on design but need much less study. That further information of stresses warrants utilize of higher permissible 

stresses in several cases, even as meeting the necessities that all forces measured. 

Finally, “membrane stress analysis’’ is not entirely precise but permitted certain simplifying assumptions to be finished even as 

maintaining a good degree of precision. The major simplifying assumptions are to the stress is biaxial and these stresses are uniform 
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all over the shell wall. For thin-walled pressure vessels those assumptions contain verified themselves to be consistent. No vessel 

fulfills the condition of being a true membrane, but it can be used bythis methods with a sensible degree of precision. 

1.2.2 Various Theories of Design Failures 

Two types of theory of failures are applicable in support of pressure vessels, these are just like as, 

1.2.2.1 Maximum Stress Theory 

This kind of theory is the oldest, greatest broadly used and modest to lay on. Commonly ASME Code, Section VIII, Division I, and 

Section I practice the maximum stress theory like a basis for activity. 

The maximum-normal-stress (MNS) theory explains that failure happen when one of the three principal stresses same or exceeds 

the strength. Once more, we organize the principal stresses for a normal stress state in the sequence form σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3. MNS theory 

then assume that failure happens when 

𝜎1 ≥ 𝑆𝑢𝑡And𝜎3 ≥ −𝑆𝑢𝑐     ………… (1.1) 

Here Sut and Suc are the ultimate tensile and compressive strengths, in that order, given as positive quantities. For normal plan 

stress, with the principal stresses given like 

𝜎1𝜎2 =  
𝜎𝑥+𝜎𝑦

2
± √(

𝜎𝑥−𝜎𝑦

2
)

2

+ 𝜏𝑥𝑦
2     ………… (1.2) 

With σA ≥ σB, 

Equation 1.2 can also be explain like 

𝜎𝐴 ≥ 𝑆𝑢𝑡And𝜎𝐵 ≥ −𝑆𝑢𝑐     ………… (1.3) 

Earlier than, the failure condition equation can be transformed todesign equations. It may be consider two sets of equations for 

different force lines where σA ≥ σB as 

 
Figure 1.1 Diagram of maximum-normal stress(MNS) theory of failure for plane stress states.  

1.2.2.2 “Maximum-Shear-Stress” Theory used for Ductile Materials 

The maximum-shear-stress theory assumed that yielding starts when the maximum shear stress in any element same or more the 

maximum shear stress in a tension check example of the similar substance when that example starts to yield. The MSS theory too 

referred like as the Tresca or Guest theory. 

A lot of theories are postulated depends on the penalty seen from tensile tests. As a bit of a ductile material is refereed to tension, 

slip lines known Luderlines form at just about 45° with the axis of the bit. Those slip lines are the starting of yield, and when loaded 

to fracture, fracture lines are shows at angles just about 45° through the axis of tension. Because the shear stress is maximum at 45° 

through the axis of tension, it makes logic to consider that this is the means of failure. All though, it turns out the MSS theory is a 

good enough but traditional analyst of failure; and while engineers are traditional through nature, it is fairly frequently used. 

Remember that for normal tensile stress, σ = P/A, and the maximum shear stress happen on a surface 45° since the tensile surface 

with a magnitude of τmax = σ/2. Thus the maximum shear stress at yield is τmax = Sy/2. For a normal condition of stress, three 

principal stresses may be resolute and controlled such that σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3. The maximum shear stress is then τmax = (σ1 − σ3)/2 .Thus, 

for a normal condition of stress, the maximum-shear-stress theory assume yielding while 

 
Figure 1.2 The maximum-shear-stress(MSS) theory for plane stress, 

Here σA and σB are the two non zero principal stresses 

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝜎1−𝜎3

2
≥

𝑆𝑦

2
𝑜𝑟𝜎1 − 𝜎3 ≥ 𝑆𝑦     ………… (1.4) 

For design purposes, Eq. (1.4) can transform to slot in a factor of safety,  

therefore, 

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑆𝑦

2
𝑜𝑟𝜎1 − 𝜎3 ≥ 𝑆𝑦/𝑛     ………… (1.5) 
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All the theories concur for uniaxial stress otherwise when single of the principal stresses is big in comparison to another. This 

inconsistency amid the theories are maximum while both principal stresses are numerically same. For a general investigation ahead, 

which the thickness formulas for ASME Code, Section VIII, or I Division 1, is based, it makes slight difference whether the 

maximum stress theory or maximum shear stress theory is used. According to the maximum shear stress theory, the calculating 

stress would be one-half the arithmetical discrepancy between the maximum and minimum stress. 

1.2.3 Various Categories and mode of Failures in Pressure Vessel 

Pressure Vessel failures can be classified into four major parts, which explain how a vessel failure happen 

1. Material- Offensive variety of material; error in material quality. 

2. Design- Irrelevant design data; Erroneous or inaccurate design methods, insufficient workshop testing. 

3. Fabrication-lower quality control; unacceptable or not enough fabrication actions including welding; heat treatment 

processing or forming process. 

4. Service-Change of service circumstance by the user; untested operations or maintenance workers; disconcert conditions. 

The different kind of failures are as: 

1. Elastic deformation-Elastic stability or elastic buckling, vessel size, and hardness as good as properties of materials are 

guard besides buckling. 

2. Brittle fracture-Can happen at small or midway temperatures. Brittle fractures have appear in vessels prepared of low 

carbon steel in the 42’50°F range through hydro-test. 

3. Excessive plastic deformation-The principal and secondary stress confines as outlined in ASME Section VIII, Division 2, 

are proposed to avoid extreme plastic buckle and incremental fall down. 

4. Stress rupture-Creep deformation due to fatigue or repainting loading, i.e., advanced fracture. Creep is a time-bound 

sensation, although fatigue is a cycle-bound phenomenon. 

5. Plastic instability-Incremental failure; incremental failure is repeated strain increase or collective repeated deformation. 

Collective damage tends to variability of vessel by plastic deformation. 

6. High strain- Small cycle fatigue load is strain-governed with happens chiefly in minor-strength high-ductile materials. 

7. Stress corrosion-It’s known that chlorides source stress erosion cracking in stainless steels; similarly corrosive facility can 

reason stress corrosion furious in carbon steels. Material choice is serious in that activity. 

8. Corrosion fatigue- Happen when corrosive and fatigue belongings arise concurrently. Corrosion can minimize fatigue life 

time through pitting on the surface and spreading cracks. Material choice and fatigue belongings are the chief attentions. 

 

 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

There is a long history of innovative and near innovative efforts to improve the performance and versatility of spherical and 

cylindrical pressure vessel. Some of them are as 

B.S. Azzam, M.A.A. Muhammad, M.O.A. Mokhtaret a1 (1996) was proposed a new design technique that enables rapid and 

efficient design calculations. This plan technique empowers the fashioner of the composite pressure vessel to get promptly a 

definitive disappointment pressure of these vessels relying upon the quantity of fortified layers, layer thickness, fiber introductions, 

and materials. In this work a various of aluminum tubes have been wrapped by various number of composite layers produced using 

distinctive sinewy materials (glass, graphite and kevlar fibers).Then, these tubes have used as pressure vessels, which tested until 

the explosion failure. A comparison between the results of the experimental testing and the theoretical proposed design for these 

composite pressure vessels has presented. This comparison has shown a good agreement between the theoretical and experimental 

analysis. 

Pablo Vinícius Bassani et al (2009) contemplate a  pressure vessel that fallen amid a Hydrostatic Test. This examination will be 

conveyed utilizing ASME code Section VIII and API 579 Fitness-For-Service evaluation for a split like imperfection in the spot 

where the disappointment happened. The acceptability of the damage determined by Failure Assessment Diagram (FAD). By the 

studies carried it is conclude that cracks-like flaw in the cylindrical shell of this pressure vessel should be of great magnitude to 

cause brittle fracture without leaking, indicating that the collapse wasn’t caused due to this kind of damage. 

E.S. Barboza Neto et al (2011explores the conduct under burst pressure testing of a pressure vessel liner. The liner was delivered 

with a polymer mix of 95 wt. % low linear density polyethylene (LLDPE) and 5 wt. % of high density polyethylene (HDPE). The 

liner is to be utilized as a part of an all composite carbon/epoxy compacted gaseous petrol (CNG) shell, made by the fiber twisting 

procedure, with variable composite thickness. Trial hydrostatic tests were led on decreased scale and real liner models. Outline 

and disappointment forecast of the composite cover shell and the polymeric liner were directed in light of Tsai-Wu and von 

Mises criteria, individually, utilizing business Finite Element Analysis (FEA) programming. Reproduction and testing were both 

vital keeping in mind the end goal to characterize sufficient generation parameters for the polymeric liner with the goal that it 

could effectively use in a composite pressure vessel.  

 

V. Chaudhry et al (2012) exhibit the basic uprightness of a reactor pressure vessel; a nitty gritty pressure analysis is required 

completed representing the homeless people amid different working states of the reactor. For thick-divider reactor pressure 

vessels, the temperature slope over the vessel thickness is time-subordinate amid the working drifters and advertisements to the 

complexities in assessing the pressure field over the vessel divider thickness. The outline of such 

 thick vessels needs to supplement with an itemized thermal stress analysis considering the time-subordinate varieties.  

 

The paper talks about the point by point thermo-mechanical stress analysis completed for reactor pressure vessel of Tarapur Atomic 

Power Station-1 and 2. A total assessment of temperature and coming about stress dispersion over the vessel divider thickness, in a 

non-unfaltering state acquired utilizing a numerical model. In this model, the temperature of within surface of the vessel is 
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considered to change as per different homeless people, viz., reactor startup, shutdown and crisis condition. The analysis comes 

about show that the most stressed area in RPV divider is clad-vessel interface and the representing transient is crisis shutdown 

condition. The outcomes utilized for auxiliary respectability appraisal of reactor pressure vessel. Studies have likewise done for re-

flow spout for its basic trustworthiness evaluation to block the conceivable outcomes of split start or proliferation.  

 

M. Jeyakumar and T. Christopher (2013) did finite element analysis (FEA) utilizing ANSYS programming bundle with 2D 

axisymmetric model to get to the disappointment pressure of round and hollow pressure vessel made of ASTM A36 carbon steel 

having weld-actuated leftover stresses. To discover the impact of remaining stresses on disappointment pressure, initial an elasto-

plastic analysis performed to discover the disappointment pressure of pressure vessel not having leftover stresses. At that point a 

thermo-mechanical finite element analysis performed to evaluate the leftover stresses created in the pressure vessel amid welding. 

At long last, one more elasto-plastic analysis performed to evaluate the impact of leftover stresses on disappointment pressure of 

the pressure vessel having lingering stresses. This analysis shows diminishment in the disappointment pressure because of ominous 

leftover stresses  

 

Ahmet H. Ertasa, Veysel Alkanb, and Ahmet Fatih Yilmaz (2013) to design sheltered, ergonomic and in the meantime financial 

boats or vessels, both numerical and exploratory techniques must be considered. Extensive scale basic modelling* like the cases in 

ships, then again, normally depends on Finite Element Analysis (FEA) procedures. With the broad utilization of Finite Element 

Methods (FEM) in the field of Computer Aided Design (CAD) building, it is conceivable to expand the quality of a trade vessel 

shipboard. As result, in this examination, the quality of a trade vessel shipboard has researched under working conditions by utilizing 

ANSYS bundle program. The results of this study provide the designer with some guidelines in designing ship board of mercantile 

vessels. 

Mosayeb Davoudi Kashkoli and Mohammad Zamani Nejad (2014) by assuming that Norton’s law governs thermo-creep response 

of the material, an analytical solution presented for the calculation of time-dependent creep stresses and displacements of 

homogeneous thick-walled cylindrical pressure vessels. For the stress analysis in a homogeneous pressure vessel, having material 

creep behavior, the arrangements of the stresses at once equivalent to zero (i.e. the underlying stress state) required. This compares 

to the arrangement of materials with linear elastic behavior.Therefore, using equations of equilibrium, stress strain and strain-

displacement, a differential equation for displacement obtained and then the stresses at a time equal to zero are calculated.  

Puneet Deolia and Firoz A. Shaikh (2016), in this paper a finite element method is used to predict burst pressure using Ramberg-

Osgood equation. These outcomes contrasted and comes about acquired from elasto-plastic curve and genuine stress strain curve. 

Results acquired by finite element analysis approved with exploratory information, which considered from open writing. Burst 

pressure is the pressure at which vessel burst/break and inward fluid leaks. An exact expectation of burst pressure is vital in 

compound, medicinal and aeronautics industry. Burst pressure is a design security restrict, which ought not surpassed. In the event 

that this pressure is surpassed it might prompt the mechanical break and perpetual loss of pressure regulation. So burst pressure 

figuring is important for all the basic applications. To numerically ascertain burst pressure, material curve is fundamental. There 

are different material models which are utilized to characterize material curve, among them Ramberg-Osgood is extremely well 

known. Ramberg-Osgood precisely catch material curve in strain solidifying district. This approach is relevant for various material 

evaluations.  

 

Sang-Rai Cho et al (2018) provides details regarding the exploratory examinations on the failure modes of ring-hardened cylinder 

models subjected to outside hydrostatic pressure. Nine models were welded from general auxiliary steel.The shells were initially 

formed by cold-rolling, and flat-bar ring frames were welded to the shell. The hydrostatic pressure tests were conducted by using 

water as the medium in pressure chambers. The details of the preparation and main test were briefly explained. The examination 

recognized the outcome of the basic failure modes, including: shell yielding, neighborhood shell buckling between ring stiffeners, 

general buckling of the shell together with the stiffeners, and intuitive buckling mode joining nearby and general buckling. What's 

more, a definitive qualities were anticipated by utilizing existing design codes. Non-linear numerical computations were additionally 

led by utilizing the real defect coordinates. Finally, accuracy and reliability of the predictions of design formulae and numerical 

were substantiated with the test results. 

 

Conclusion 

 

As per the observations made from results and discussion of the previous research papers, even though the mass of the Linear 

stiffener design is less , it does not contain adequate strength as it produces maximum stresses and higher deformation compare 

then other.  

Future scope 

There is also the requirement for the analysis from different material point of view. More interesting results can be obtained by 

study the different material for the all four  stiffener design. 

The most of stress-strain relations considered for the study but there is also requirement for thermal study of the material.  
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